Up to 350mm media width is available

Label cutting can be done faster.

Up to 30 meter can be cut in a minute
Upgraded Co2 laser source
Up to 400mm diameter media roll is available

Clear and leaner cutting line

Easier to operate full or half cuts, sheet die cutting
and marking

The laser is consumable 3hours/day for 10years

Longer size is also available

Nova 330R

Laser finisher

Nova
330R
Laser finisher
10,000 labels available in an hour without
retooling
You don’t need to even touch when you set the machine,
it will give you 10,000 labels in one hour.

The upgraded laser solution will make your label clear.
Also, the web guide sensor will correct the position of the
media automatically, help getting better accuracy of your
completion.

Time & cost effective for Multi-task
It gives you one-stop solution of laminating, scrap paper
removal and slitting, so you just need to enjoy your time till
your labels done.
You also can set different cutting methods for single label
cut performance, such as full and half cut. In addition,
necessary information such as barcodes, numbering, QR
codes, date & time is able to be directly marked on the
labels by using exclusive software program.
You want your label unique using a complex image?
Laser makes it possible in a short time, easier way. Since
you don’t need a knife to cut your label, no more cost for
replacing knife edges. Why don’t you use that cost for
yourself!

Safety switch and control panel
Secure operation by various safety device

It’s easy to operate, you only need to know how to set your
roll on the machine, input cutting conditions and push the
buttons!
When you don’t need some parts to use, take them away
from the machine! It is modularized of 2nd rewinder unit,
laminating unit and slitters.
Do you need it at your office? Make it fit to your office
by separate each modules and go ahead! It doesn’t need
industrial electricity power supply.

Are you using various types of media for your labels? It
supports various media in terms of thickness & type, the
of intensity and speed.

Laser system
Upgraded result by using the latest laser
engine.

Visible and controllable working status by
control panel
Matrix removal

Slitter
Up to 5 knives available

Web guide sensor - edge sensor,
Line camera(Option)
Correct the media path to the right
spot

Unwinding system
(350mm max web width / 400mm max
roll diameter)
Easy to install

Lamination unit
Laminating is possible

Rewinding system
(350mm max web width / 400mm max
roll diameter)
Rewind the results automatically

